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22-33 - Signs on Lots Containing Certain Community Facilities
LAST AMENDED
4/8/1998

22-331 - Permitted illuminated accessory signs for hospitals and related facilities
LAST AMENDED
2/2/2011

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10
In all districts, as indicated, for hospitals and related facilities, #illuminated# non-#flashing# #accessory# #signs# are permitted in
all districts, subject to Section 22-34 (Additional Regulations). Any number of #illuminated# non-#flashing# identification or
directional #signs# are permitted, provided that the total #surface area# in square feet of said #illuminated# #signs# or the
combined total #surface area# in square feet of the #illuminated# and non-#illuminated# identification or directional #signs#
does not exceed 25 square feet on any one #street# frontage or 15 percent of such #street# frontage in feet, whichever is less, and
provided further that the Commissioner of Buildings determines that such #signs# are so located as to cause a minimum amount
of light to be projected onto abutting or adjacent #residences#. However, for #zoning lots# with more than one #building# that
front upon the same #street#, each such #building# shall be permitted a #surface area# of 25 square feet.
In addition to #illuminated# or non-#illuminated# #accessory# #signs#, one illuminated non-flashing directory or bulletin board
or combination thereof is permitted in lieu of a non-illuminated directory or bulletin board or combination thereof provided
that the total #sign# area does not exceed 50 square feet and provided further that the Commissioner of Buildings determines
that such #sign# is so located as to minimize the amount of light projected on the abutting or adjacent #residences#.
22-332 - Flags, banners or pennants on lots containing certain community facilities
LAST AMENDED
4/8/1998

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10
In all districts, as indicated, flags, banners or pennants other than those that are #advertising signs#, located on any #zoning lot#
used primarily for #community facility# #uses# of a civic, philanthropic, educational or religious nature, are permitted without
limitation.

